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See   website   for   link   to   full   workshop   with   visuals  

 
CULTURE   IS   POWER  
Art   and   culture   shape   our  
understanding   of   the   world  
around   us.   There   has   never  
been   a   movement   for   social  
change   that   did   not   include   art.  
In   today’s   workshop,   we   will  

learn   about   how   to   make   a   social   justice   poster  
that   expresses   our   values   and   inspires   our  
imaginations.   To   start,   let’s   review   some  
examples   of   posters   by   Favianna   Rodriguez,  
who   has   been   creating   posters   since   1999.  
 
PART   1   HOW   TO   MAKE   A   POSTER  
What   makes   a   poster   a   social   justice   poster?   A  
social   poster   has   a   direct   political   message.   The  
goal   of   a   social   justice   poster   is   to   educate,  
inspire,   and   move   people   to   action.  

 
There   are   3   guidelines  
you   should   remember  
when   making   your   poster.  
Guideline   One:    Keep   it  
Simple   Aim   to   keep   your  
statement   to   under   6   words.  
Imagine   that   someone   is  
scrolling   though   your   feed  
and   sees   your   poster.   They  
likely   only   have   5-10  
seconds   to   interact   with  

your   poster,   so   you   want   to   be   brief   and   choose  
your   words   wisely.  
Guideline   Two:    Use   Popular   Symbols   Use   on  
main   symbol   that’s   easy   to   understand   and  
that’s   accessible   to   people   of   all   ages   and   all  
education   levels.   It’s   important   to   use   symbol   
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that   are   easily   recognizable   by   most   people.  
That   allows   the   viewer   to   rapidly   understand  
your   message.  
When   creating   your   poster,   think   about   what  
social   issues   you   are   passionate   about,   and   how   

you   can   play   with   words  
and   symbols   to  
communicate   that   passion  
to   viewers.   Many   symbols  
in   our   culture   have   dual  
meaning.   
Consider   the   meaning   of  
symbols   such   as   a   stop  
sign,   a   green   light,   an  
ocean   wave,   a   lighting  
bolt,   a   heart,   or   a   butterfly.  

 
And   one   more   thing   about   words   for   your   poster.  
Your   words   don’t   have   to   be   a   statement.   They  
can   be   a   list   of   words.   They   can   also   be   a  
question   you   ask   the   viewer.   They   can   be  
affirmative,   such   as   YES   to   FREEDOM!  
Guideline   Three:    Use   affirmative   and  
aspirational   messages   For   this   activity,   please  
try   to   refrain   from   stating   what   you   are   against.  
In   other   words,   don’t   use   the   word   NO   in   your  
poster.   It’s   easier   to   state   what   we   are   against  
than   what   we   are   for.   What   does   your   YES   look  
like?   Also,   when   you   say   the   word   of   what   you  
are   against,   your   viewer   will   visualize   that.   If   you  
use   aspirational   or   affirmative   messages,   your  
viewer   will   imagine   that   aspirational   moment.  
 
And   finally,   break   the   rules   if   you   want.   Art   is  
about   breaking   the   rules.   Remember   how   I  
earlier   said   to   only   use   a   few   words.   Sometimes,  
you   have   to   use   a   lot   of   words   to   get   your  
message   across.   
 
Now   it’s   time   for   you   to   make   your   own   poster  
using   the   three   guidelines.  
 
Once   you   have   done   your   poster,   tag  
@favianna1   on   Instagram.  
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